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Abstract
The goal of this study is to design and implement a new idea for air-launched quadcopter control unit using the digital video processing.
In this study, it’s endeavored to transmit the captured videos by a camera embedded on the quadcopter via video transceiver and after processing, the ground station relays appropriate command to the quadcopter to tracking target. Moreover, it’s desired to detect a target in the
sky and both stay in one direction until detect the target when intercepting toward the target and the quadcopter intercepts the target in
every direction. In order to identify the type of aerial targets, the dimensions are studied at different intervals, which makes military and
non - military goals detected at different intervals.
Keywords: Quadcopter; Digital Video Processing; Video and Data Transceiver.

1. Introduction
Air defense is responsible for protecting wealth, resources and assets of marine and land. There are several types of air threats including:
surface-to-air missiles, surface-to-surface missiles and drones and aircrafts. Several missile and air defense systems are used for dealing
with these threats.
The aim of present study, is tracking and chasing the air target by means of heat detector sensor in a cloudy and clear sky [1].
Targets studied in the present study are tracking an air target using camera and using MATLAB software, which after receiving images,
running two engines of x-axis airfoils and results in guiding missile toward the target [2].
In the present study, a missile has been tracked in the air using frame and its speed and a rectangular box is embedded in the exhausted
gases section, so that the missile speed is estimated by using this box [3].
In this section, it is tried to tracking and chasing a target using camera and joystick. First, after turning the camera using joystick for
searching a target, the surrounding is searched and then by appearing the target it locked on it and then missile is involved with target [4].
In the present study, a new image processing-based system was presented in order to automatic guidance of quadcopter. This system is
composed of a camera embedded on the quadcopter, video and data transmitter with several kilometers ranges. The video from quadcopter
is transmitted to portable computer system on the earth by transmitter and after processing the received video using software, the commands
are again sent to quadcopter using long-range data transmitter for moving the quadcopter brushless motors and tracking the target. SMD,
light weight and cheap components were used in the presented design. The aim of presented designs is the capability of detecting the type
of air targets and automatic tracking target with help of video processing. Figure 1 shows the overall view of recommended system. Images
are recorded by camera embedded on the quadcopter and are transmitted to computer system on the earth by long-range transmitter. After
processing the image, the required commands are transmitted back to quadcopter using long-range data transmitter in order to guiding
quadcopter. With this method, can be controlled and guiding operation can be done with high precision. Quadcopter has a camera with
video signal output and PAL system.
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Fig. 1: Overall View of Recommended System.

In the present study, a system was designed, implemented and investigated based on the recommended items. The recorded images of
target in sight of quadcopter, by camera embedded on the quadcopter, are transmitted online to a computer system in the base station. These
images are processed using LABVIEW software. This software can transmit codes, which include “X” and “Y” axis of target on the system
screen, using APC220 wireless transmitter and receiver thorough USB port to Arduino MEGA. After receiving transmitted codes which
include parameters related to “X” and “Y” axis, brushless motors turned on in order to tracking target by quadcopter; it means that, by each
movement of target, by help of processing of transmitted images and the movement of brushless motors based on the received codes,
quadcopter moves toward the target and locked on the target. Figure 2 shows the system operation during these steps from receiving
transmitted images to retransmitting command to quadcopter. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the system.

Fig. 2: Overall Operation of System.

Fig. 3: Architecture of System Control Part (Quadcopter Control Part).
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Figure 4 shows the architecture of system images wireless transmitter-receiver part.

Fig. 4: Architecture of System Images Wireless Transmitter-Receiver Part.

Commands of each of “X” and “Y” axis are transmitted to quadcopter by APC220 data transmitter-receiver. Working frequency of each
of these transmitter and receiver is different; for example, working frequencies of “X” and “Y” axis are 433MHz and 434MHz, respectively.
Therefore, there is no wave interferences between transmitter and receiver, and transmitted data to microcontroller ATMEGA2560, which
has several serial ports for transmission and receiving, are sent separately. Figure 5 shows the architecture of system images wireless
receiver part.

Fig. 5: Architecture of System Images Wireless Receiver Part.

Figure 6 shows the flowchart of overall operation and hardware.
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Fig. 6: System Flowchart.

For calibration we used the camera with a resolution of 492 x 510 pixels and the following standard model:
(1)
Where, “p” is the point on the image plane, “R” is the rotation matrix, “P” is the point in the world frame and “t” is the translation vector
and the translation vector is:
(2)
Figure 7 shows how to adjust camera calibration including axis, target and image central point calibrations[5].

Fig7 : Adjusting Camera Calibration[5].

Figure 8 show the range of designed controller, which is the main processor embedded on the quadcopter. One of the most advantages of
modular range and being metalized is that all parts can be separated or can be replaced by more advanced ones.
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Fig. 8: Main Controller Range Embedded on the Quadcopter (Control Section).

As it can be seen from board image, after receiving Labview data by APC220 receiver-transmitter, brushless motors connected to board,
rotated around “X” and “Y” directions. For moving quadcopter in right and left directions (X axis) two brushless motors are embedded
and for moving quadcopter in up and down directions (Y axis), two brushless motors are also embedded. Figure 9 shows the control section.

Fig. 9: Connecting Brushless Motors to Control Section.

2. Results and discussion
Mean shift is a technique for finding maximum points in a probability distribution function. This method can be used when there are
discretized samples of desired function. This technique has iterative structure and converged to a maximum point by start with an initial
guess. The aim of is to find mode and the initial guess is the location “X”. Now, points set which are in the neighboring of the current guess
are considered, i.e. A little higher and a little smaller than “X”. This neighboring points set is called “N(X)”. Now, it is assumed that there
is a function for better estimation of maximum location, which shows the importance of neighboring points, it means that, it allocates a
weight to neighboring points. In statistics, this function is called kernel. It is clear that a kernel function can has different shapes. In
following, a Gaussian kernel function is used, where its neighborhood weight of xi is defined as follows:
k(

(3)

Now, a new guess of mode can be defined as follows,
(4)
Where, m(x) is the new guess. Now m(x) can be replaced by (x) and repeat the algorithm. The finish condition is that the difference of
m(x) in two consecutive iterates be negligible [6-8].
As mentioned earlier, in the present study LABVEIW and Mean shift are used for video process (Figure 10). Software has the capability
that image processing and transmitting the required commands from serial port simultaneously. In the figure below, a graphical interface
is shown for controlling and processing the target which tracking online the aircraft. After observing and selecting the target, a red box is
draw around that by software and then information of “X” and “Y” axis which are both as code are transmitted to serial port. Brushless
motors are moved by these two codes and therefore quadcopter is guidance toward target.
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Fig. 10: User Interface for Video Processing.

As can be seen from Figure 10, received image from quadcopter is divided in to two main axis “X” and “Y” in the main frame, where the
range of “X” axis is from 0 to 1595 and the range of “Y” axis is from 0 to 1157. Table 1 shows the values related to each part of image.
Axis
X
Y

Table 1: Divided Parameters of Screen
Minimum value (left and up sides)
Minimum value (right and down sides)
0
1195
0
1157

For each of these “X” and “Y” axes, two brushless motor are defined. Transmitted values of “X” and “Y” axes to serial ports, are used for
guidance quadcopter to left-right and up-down, respectively. To clarify, the target motion in the sight of quadcopter is investigated using
graph. Figure 11 shows the different positions of target in the marked points; air targets in these points are shown and investigated.

Fig. 11: Target Investigation in the Marked Points.

Figure 12 is related to software output, in a case which target is located in the center of screen, point “A”. The aim of present study is that
with every target motion in the screen, brushless motors also moved the quadcopter and put the quadcopter in direction with target, therefore
the target position is returned to “A” point in the screen.

Fig. 12: Target Position at “A” Point.

“B”, “C”, “D” and “E” points are investigated in Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 and Figure 16. As it can be seen on each figure, target
position has “X” and “Y” axes.
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Fig. 13: Target Position at “B” Point.

During image process, blue background of sky becomes gray and target becomes dark. This led to easier detection of target. In the present
study, shapes of target and background have not physical changes. At the time of presence of target at point “B”, “X” axis has value
between 1328 and 1330, which is sent to microcontroller via USB port and this axis is changed and shifted with target displacement. “Y”
axis has also a value between 640 and 660. In order to run the brushless motors, knowing this range of values is no enough and having a
constant value is no necessary; it means that motion of brushless motors is easily done by defining the values range from 640 to 660. “C”
and “B” points are related to “X” axis and the position of quadcopter is changed to right and left using this axis.

Fig. 14: Target Position at “C” Point.

Figure 15 shows the target position at point “D”. This figure is related to quadcopter variations in “Y” axis. At the moment of positioning
of target at point “D”, both “X” and “Y” outputs are available. As can be seen from the figure, the range of “Y” output is between 200 to
250 and by and as it gets higher it gets closer to 0. To control the quadcopter and gets higher in “Y” direction, the parameters of this axis
can be sent to microcontroller, so that the target again get back to point “A”.

Fig. 15: Target Position at “D” Point.

Also, by positioning the target at point E, the “Y” output is the value between 985 and 986 (Figure 16). When the target positioned at this
point, brushless motors dedicated for “Y” axis on the quadcopter nose turned on and the quadcopter move upward and target again get
back to point “A”. if the target simultaneously changed in both “X” and “Y” axes, all brushless motors on the “X” and “Y” axes are turned
on separately and the quadcopter moves in both right-left direction (X axis) and up-down direction (Y axis).

Fig. 16: Target Position at “E” Point.

Figure 17 shows the results of present study during target motion from point “A” to point “H”. Recorded data and changed values are sent
to microcontroller and brushless motors of “X” and “Y” axes are turned based on the received values. Until the target is not positioned at
point “A”. Until the target do not positioned at point “A”, those process for each part of screen and for each selected target is repeated.
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Fig. 17: Path Change of Target from Point “A to Point “H”.

As can be seen from Figure 18, after positioning target at point “A”, the values of both “X and “Y” axes are changed from 240 to 800 and
from 890 to 550, respectively. This process is repeated for all image points, which means that quadcopter changes its direction until positioning target at point “A”, so that quadcopter be in line with target. These values are sent to microcontroller embedded on the quadcopter
by wireless. Also, microcontroller based on the predefined program, turns on the brushless motors and. In the present study, selection and
tracking operations of a target were done in sunny day with temperature 30 °C.
In order to detect and define the type of air targets, the measuring body distance tab NI VISA of Labview software was used. In the present
study, the targets which were defined earlier for software, were measured in different distances and were defined as a library for quadcopter,
in order to detect military and civilian targets at different distances. To be able to detect the distance between target and quadcopter, longrange distance lasers was used. Figure 18 show a measured air target at distance 3Km.

Fig. 18: Measuring A Falcon Fighter at Distance 3Km from Earth Surface.

This fighter is at distance 3Km and has the length 52.7mm. This size is different in different distances, and changes by getting closer and
further of quadcopter camera sight. In Figure 19 a fighter and an airplane in a same distance with quadcopter are detected and civilian and
military type is investigated.

Fig. 19: Detection of Military and Civilian Aircraft.

As can be seen from Figure 20, using the object distance detection property in Labview software, the size of both aircrafts are investigated,
where in this case, the length of military and civilian sample were 44.86mm and 127.27mm. In this case, the camera sight is investigated
in all distances and the quadcopter has the ability to differentiate between military and civilian aircrafts based on their length and engaged
with military aircraft using this information. Also, aircraft dimensions in terms of their airfoil length can be investigated.

3. Conclusion
In the present study, a new system was designed and implemented using image process with Labview software, in order to tracking the air
target and guidance quadcopter. Target detection and selection process was done by image process and by brushless motors quadcopter
directed tracked the target. As an example, a target was detected and tracked in a sunny day with temperature 30°C. The aim of study was
that, in every condition, the target remained in the center of screen, so that the quadcopter and target be in line. In addition, during the
quadcopter movement, quadcopter changed its path using “X” and “Y” axes brushless motors, so that the target remained at point A. also,
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for detecting the military and civilian targets, distance detection property was used, to measure the length dimensions of fighters and
passenger airplanes and comparing them with predefined values, it engaged with military aircraft.
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